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Here are my notes and my idea of the story, taken from a random wiki page (sorry) and from a random
Youtube video: Bine and the kids found out about the Lampaclima's island (called the Mysterious Island
by some) by a book Fuscus bought with his ill-gotten wealth. It talked about the Lampaclima's conflict

with another feline tribe called 'The Naar', which lead to years of violent feud between the two. One day
they got to the island, which was under extremely strange circumstances, and they befriended the
Lampaclima, which lead to the aforementioned conflict between the Lampaclima and the Naar, as

Fuscus was bent on conquering the island (and whatever lies beyond it) and its resources. All good so
far, Bine, the kids and the Lampaclima get there and Fuscus' scheme is explained and they start to

have fun and be silly and go for an adventure and befriend more and more of his opponents. Bine, the
kids and the Lampaclima go to this point and, thanks to Riky and Pato, they actually discover Fuscus'
true goals and all that gets explained is the tip of the iceberg, and the end of the first act. The kids

learn that Fuscus is quite crafty and uses a host of mental powers and tricks. The Lampaclimas used
the carts to transport energy from their Climotos, giving the people a sense of fulfillment, peace and

control over their emotions; however, Fuscus saw this as a threat to his plan and declared that no one
is allowed to enjoy life that way, putting a stop to the peace movement and the distribution of

Minestranos. Then, turning to the people he called upon the three Great Medallions to fight his war for
him, but alas...for just as each Medallion will go its separate way, the wily Fuscus had his own plans for

the medallions, which he revealed when he captured the children and would have used to his
advantage if not for the sacrifice of Bine and the others.
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fuscus also seems to be the most intelligent of the three lampaclima and, like the spirit, has an
extensive knowledge of the elements and what they can do. he even seems to have some kind of

rivalry with the spirit, who constantly seems to be more knowledgeable than him, although he himself
recognizes his own shortcomings and usually refrains from fighting against him. palli, however, was left
alone on the island, with his sister, the lampaclima's closest friend, gredina, having left him long ago to

begin her own training as a priestess of the island's spirit of the mountain, with her parents
encouraging her to stay. sparx, meanwhile, had quickly found a place for himself and his family in the

lampaclima's order, becoming a priest and helping with the island's spiritual affairs, while his friend, the
lampaclima's closest friend, nymphadora, had also found a place as a priestess, with their mother

encouraging her to keep an eye on their friend. however, with gredina's sister, pearly, being a priestess
of the spirit of the mountain, with her father, the lampaclima's spirit of the mountain, having vanished,
and with the island's spirit of the mountain, the legendary emperor roala, having suddenly appeared,
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the two men quickly became worried, and with the two women becoming worried, too, palli and his
wife, the lampaclima's spirit of the mountain, and gredina's father, the island's spirit of the mountain,

made a decision: to do everything in their power to stop the island's spirit of the mountain and the
emperor's spirit of the mountain from becoming enemies and both at war. 5ec8ef588b
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